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It was August 1998; I went for a sauna bath at a popular tourist
spot. After the sauna bath, at midday I was resting, all of sudden, I felt
a severe pain from my ear loops stretching up to the centre portion
of my head. The next day, blistering rashes emerged at the inner and
outer lips of my mouth. At the same time, I was also having a severe
headache and feeling as if my head was on the verge of bursting. I went
to numerous clinics and hospitals to seek for treatments but to no avail.
All the doctors I visited just cannot diagnose the cause of the illness that I
suffered. Some of the doctors diagnose the blistering rashes as associated
to singles disease symptom others diagnose the rashes symptom as due
to nervous system disorder of a neuro disease. I had sought all kind
of treatments and medications but none can positively cure my illness.
While this was happening, I manage to get some temporary relief for
the severe headache after I applied the Longevitology adjustment to the
affected areas. (C7, head, C5 and ear) but my headache will recur again
after two hours of temporary relief. For 3 months I suffered from this
illness, during this period, I felt my daily life was a living hell; living
through a day is as if going through a year. Everyday I had to rely on the
Longevitology adjustment to get relief for my severe headache.
It was in October 1998 when I met an experienced ENT specialist
Dr.Zheng. After examining my illness, I was asked to be warded to
conduct a thorough check-up. He isolated and cultured the sample of the

disease to analise the type of germ that I contracted. Finally he managed
to trace out that my illness was caused by the type of bacteria called
Pseudomonas aeruginona. According to the specialist, this kind of bacteria
is very life threatening and normal antibiotic drugs will not be able to kill
it because this bacteria strain has develop very high immunity resistance
to numerous strong antibiotic drugs. Even the poisonous drugs will not
able to kill the bacteria. It is normal for a patient infected with this kind
of disease, to succumb to the disease within a week. (There was a case
where a youngster fell into the drain and sustained a 5 cm cut on his leg
and was infected with P. aeruginosa bacteria. Doctors had to amputate
his lower limb after the 5th day and the youngster passed away on the
7th day.) The Doctors said it was a miracle that the bacteria had stayed
inside my body for more than 3 months and yet l still lived to tell the tale.
I attributed my miracle survival to practicing longevitology that I had
learned. Due to my diligent and constant practicing of Longevitology
meditation and adjustment, the energy harnessed must have segregated
and confined the toxicity produced by the germs and prevented it from
spreading to other parts of the body. With the help of Longevitology
the bacteria and its toxicity was slowly excreted out from my body and
I recovered fully from the illness. Lastly, I owe my life to Longevitology
for that I have adopted a new principle and attitude towards life and
toward Longevitology practices–“Not A Day For Longevitology, But
A Life Time For Longevitology”.Finally, I am a life time Longevitology
Volunteer.
( Translated by H.S.Tan )

The wise gain wisdom through reflection;
the enlightened gain meaningful life through repentance.
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